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Executive Summary 

This document represents an integration to Deliverable 3.3 (“Integration of social 

feeding service”) of the H2020 project “FACTS4WORKERS - Worker-Centric Work- 

places in Smart Factories” (FoF 2014/636778). The Deliverable is classified as a 

prototype and it consists of a web service regarding the social feeding to a manufac-

turing software support system and a brief explanation about the importance of this 

service for the four industrial challenges of the project. The application of the social 

service within a released building block is accessible at the web link 

(https://defects.tho.facts4.work/api/solutions, accessible after the acquisition of an 

access token). The importance of the social service is to create a better environment 

for the workers, supporting their exchange of ideas and the possibility to support 

each other in difficult task and enabling a build-up of their skills. 

Since the service is intended for reserved use by the Industrial Partners, an author-

ing method has been deployed to limit the access to data. In the deliverable it will be 

explained how to cope with the security setting of the service in order to have a 

demo access to the system.  

The deliverable (D3.3) reports initially the possible use cases and application of a 

social feeding service within the Industrial Challenges of the project. Then a brief 

explanation of the developed building block and its use is provided, together with 

the needed information to obtain a valid token to access the system through the au-

thoring service. At last, some examples of the application of the service using dum-

my data extracted by THO use case are provided. 

  

About this document  

https://defects.tho.facts4.work/api/solutions)
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1 Social Feeding Service for Facts4Workers 

1.1 Importance of Social Feeding 

The role of manufacturing workers has tremendously changed in the last decades: 

continuous automation of manufacturing processes has reduced their manual ef-

forts, whereas managing the increasing complexity of the production system re-

quires them to build-up higher skills. In recent years a number of production com-

panies have realised that they need to develop new approaches to increase worker 

satisfaction and workplace attractiveness for all types of workers, this has been 

highlighted also in the programmatic document on Factory of the Future [1], pro-

moted by the European Commission. The Web has been one of the main source of 

inspiration for new tools that enable the sharing of information and ideas, taking as 

reference application like Wikipedia and Facebook that created a new “social” envi-

ronment where people could exchange information using new approaches. Nowa-

days, users do not only consume, but actively produce information and engage with 

the information produced by others in a participative way. This brings about new 

possibilities and challenges for the industrial sector, too. Whereas younger workers 

“expect” to be able to work with these recent technologies, older workers must not 

be left behind by creating a “digital divide” [2]. A growing number of studies has 

shown how social and mobile technologies can help to capture and process social 

information [3–6].  

Actually, most of the people in case of any problem in daily life uses the social envi-

ronments to look for a solution. The request for support ranges from the booking a 

good hotel to the solution of a technical problem (i.e. repairing a broken 

houseware). The challenge of the developed service is to transfer this approach in 

the shop-floor, enabling a smarter and faster problem solving attitude of the work-

ers and creating a more motivating and supporting social environment. Manual 

work could profit from this innovative industrial social environment.  

To create a social environment within a manufacturing plant it is necessary both to 

create a very usable interface than program smart services that could allow a deeper 

interaction among the workers. This deliverable is focused on the development of 

the back-end services that will be necessary to have a functional social platform. The 

choice and programming of the human interface will be carried out and explained 

within the borders of WP2. Obviously these two WPs has cooperated since the be-

ginning of the project to have a usable software solution.  

To develop the back-end services for a social platform, it must be considered that 

the requirement of such platform is to share innovative multimedia content (video, 
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audio track, photo, comment) within a user-friendly platform, with the possibility to 

share the feedbacks about the developed content. The peer-to-peer rating of the 

user generated contents is the base to create a priority within the produced content 

and motivate further the workers to create high-quality materials. This will lead the 

workers to use the platform to look for possible solutions and ideas to improve their 

tasks.  

The functionalities introduced by the service BBs will be integrated also with the 

communication capabilities offered by the developed HMI, such as the chat, video-

chat and voice call. Differently from the most popular social platform existing on the 

market, like Facebook, the F4W solution will provide also specific and production-

oriented functionalities, such as the possibility to have text-to-speech and speech-to-

text services that will enable the use of the device also “hand-free”. The software will 

be programmed to run on a rough tablet; it must not be scalable and multiplatform 

solution like other solutions. This will allow a more focused interface respect to a 

“general purpose” approach.  

 Social software and user participation 
In the last decade, many organizations started to use Web-2.0-tools ‘behind the fire-
wall’ to support knowledge transfer, sharing, and collaboration, what was perceived 
as new ways of supporting employees [7,8]. Most notably, social software facilitates 
user participation in creating content and allows for new ways of connecting, interact-
ing and communicating with other people on the Web. For the people involved, this 
did not come without challenges – mostly related to the integration of organizational 
structures and processes. These go beyond the requirements of Web platforms, which 
are primarily characterized by informal structures and have to be taken into account 
in socio-technical tool design [9,10]. Amongst others, researchers and practitioners 
have been continuously debating the impact of the adoption process on the success of 
social software [11–14]. McKay and Donald [15] proved that knowledge sharing is a 
crucial factor for high tech companies, like in the IT sector, where a lack of adequate 
knowledge sharing leads to intellectual capital loss, rework, skills deterioration, and 
repeated mistakes that increase project costs or failures. 

1.2 The Industrial Challenges 

Within FACTS4WORKERS (F4W) project, the use of a Social Feeding Service is im-

portant, because it can provide to the worker a very powerful tool to collaborate 

with the other workers in the shop-floor, creating a peer-to-peer digital infrastruc-

ture for the exchange of information. This information could be structured using the 

most actual strategy and media format, like video, audio recording and photos, over-

coming the current limits of the document-type approach to transfer information 

among each other’s. This approach could be declined in different use for the four 
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defined Industrial Challenges (ICs) of the project. These are reported shortly later, 

together with a brief explanation of the specific focus of each one of the four ICs.  

 

Figure 1 - Industrial Challenges of F4W project 

 IC1: Personalized augmented operator are workers using augmented reality (AR) 

tools through which they get an immediate, specific, visualized, and personalized 

provision of information at the shop-floor-level, which can be configured accord-

ing to their needs, roles and preferences. 

 IC2: Worked-centric rich-media knowledge sharing/management: ICT adopted in 

factories is neither successful in capturing knowledge, nor do they support social 

interaction and learning. Such KMS are usually developed for office environ-

ments, but shop-floor workers have different needs. 

 IC3: Self-learning manufacturing workplaces are established through linking het-

erogeneous information sources from the worker’s environment and beyond, 

and extracting patterns of successful production, transferring the result as deci-

sion-relevant knowledge to the worker. 

 IC4: In-situ mobile learning in the production, will develop and demonstrate an 

on the job learning environment for shop floor workers using rich media 

through the KMS, which is especially valuable for SME. 
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For each of them is possible to define some feasible and useful application of the 

Social Service. The social features will be integrated in different BBs, as required by 

the specific Industrial Challenges. In particular: 

IC1: The augmented operator will profit from a social platform especially for the 

possibility to define specific “channels” for the information posting. One operator 

could decide to be updated about all the content created by a specific operator, that 

has a most robust experience about the manufacturing process or is usually well 

trained in problem solving. Moreover, the data fed to the operator could be studied 

and analysed thanks to the support of the other workers that “animate” the social 

platform and, in the past, have carried out similar task or have verified a similar be-

haviour in the collected data.  

IC2: the second challenge is about the knowledge management and sharing. This is 

the core application of a social platform, that is already integrated in the Building 

Block “Defect&Solution”1. This service has the aim to share among the peers the 

knowledge about defect solving. In this case the class “defect” must be considered in 

a broader sense: a defect could be any issue that the production worker has to solve 

in order to have the production running smoothly. The database of the service stores 

all the encountered defects and the solutions adopted by the operators to solve the 

issue. To this information could be added “social” information, such as the video to 

adopt as easy as possible the solution, the audio track to comment all the operations, 

the rating of the presented solution (if developed by another users) and any other 

“comments” that could be useful for others peers to solve a similar issue. Also a suc-

cess rate will be calculated based on the feedbacks of the operators in order to allow 

the selection of the best solution available not only basing this choice on “social” 

comments but also with an evidence-based rule.  

IC3: the third challenge is related to self-learning; in this case the social exchange of 

data will enable the training of the operator directly thanks to the access to the data 

created by the other users. The availability of comments, video and other media cre-

ated by expert workers will enable a self-learning of the operators. This will allow 

an easier organization of the workforce at the different machines in the shop-floor, 

incrementing the mobility of the workers in the plant and empowering them into the 

use of a larger number of machines/stations.   

IC4: the last industrial challenge wants to deal with in-situ learning, for which the 

operator needs to access a lot of different documents and multimedia contents. In 

this case is crucial to have a system able to motivate the production of media con-

tents able to populate a training platform. The social service backbone is going to 

support the development of a repository of peer-to-peer process information. This 

information will be highly usable by the workers because produced by his peers. It is 

                                                             
1 See D3.1 for a detailed description of the SBB, on-line documentation is available at 

http://docs.facts4.work/defects_and_solutions.html 
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expected that the material will be produced by workers for workers, characterized 

by a very focused problem solving attitude and a functional language and represen-

tation approach. Moreover, the content rating and the associated success rate of the 

solutions will allow the workers to selected quickly the most interesting material to 

use, avoid time-consuming search and the reading of a lot of less-useful material.  

After the analysis of the requirements for each IC, we have studied the available off-

the-shelf and open-source solutions. The available solutions are multiple and each 

can cover some requirements (e.g. multimedia sharing) but do not exist a tailored 

solution for our needs. It is important to consider also that the effort to understand 

and integrate open-source solutions is usually relevant. In case of simple, but inter-

connected, functions like the ones developed in case of social services, the efforts of 

developing a brand-new solution is smaller than integrating an already available 

(and partial) open-source code. Moreover, the development of our own code allows 

us to further develop and integrate new functions easily during the further steps of 

the projects. In fact the project has an iterative analysis and development of the 

software that, starting from the feedback of the workers after the first installation, 

has the aim to continuously improve the software solutions developed. With the use 

of internally developed code, this approach will be simpler.   
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2 Implementation of the service 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the implemented Social Feeding service. The provided exam-

ple is related to the integration of the social service within the main software devel-

oped for IC2, Defect&Solutions. In this case the social service provides the infra-

structure to share multimedia materials with the peers and evaluate and rate it. In 

the next paragraphs is explained the data structure of the repository contains social 

data and the related GET method to populate the database. The second part explains 

the use of the service thought the authoring service implemented, based on the 

standard protocol OAuth22. This has been developed and implemented in order to 

enforce data security.  

2.2 Social feeding service implemented 

The service developed has the aim to collect, organize and feed upon request the 

social input that a worker may produce during his daily tasks. The idea is to create a 

social environment that could be used profitably by the workers to collect and ac-

cess data related to the manufacturing process, that will enable a better problem-

solving attitude, the possibility to acquire new knowledge and, in general, to get 

empowered. The final goal is to enlarge the possibility of the worker creating a so-

cial supporting system where to get support for the most complex tasks and where 

could be rated the alternative solutions that have been tested so far.  

2.3 Data structure 

The social feeding service has been developed in order to enable the introduction of 

new content and a rating by the users. The content could be structured as a free text 

(“comment”) or a multimedia file that is stored in the software dedicated repository 

thanks to a specific service building block, Multimedia Management 

(http://docs.facts4.work/multimedia_management.html). The social feeding service 

must be contextualized for its application in the different Industrial Challenges. In 

the following example is presented the application of a social approach for the BB 

developed for the Industrial Challenge 2, called Defect&Solution. In this case the 

                                                             
2 https://oauth.net/2/ 

http://docs.facts4.work/multimedia_management.html)
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workers are looking for a social participation to a problem-solving process. The 

workers could collaborate sharing information regarding the found defects (includ-

ing not only defect on the workpiece but also events that reduce the production pro-

cess efficiency or availability) and the possible solutions that could be put in place to 

solve the issue. The social interface allows the user not only to share any multimedia 

content but also provide a feedback and a rating to the content generated by other 

users, in a similar way of “like” in a social platform. The feedback and rating of the 

user generated content is then used to create a priority list of the most popular, and 

effective, solutions in case of a defect. To feed the social service, two different entries 

are available in the service repository:  

 a “report” that is produced when an action is carried out; 

 a “solution”, a more general data entry that reports a detailed description of an 

action adopted by a user, including detailed information. Here also the comment 

and rating of solutions carried out by other workers.  

2.3.1 Report structure 

Each report is identified by its unique id. A report is defined for a certain machine 

event identified by event_id which is defined for a certain machine. Each report is 

created by an operator_id operator after a solution has been tried, so a solution_id 

field is present in order to identify it, and a success field that indicates whether the 

solution has worked or not. 

Additionally comment field is a non unique strings used for greater readability and 

additional information. 

Scheme: 

{ 

        "id": UUID, 

        "event_id": UUID, 

        "solution_id": UUID, 

        "operator_id": String, 

        "success": Boolean, 

        "comment": String 

} 

Example Report: 

{ 

        "id": "c228b656-e2b6-42b0-ae51-40e977dabc75", 

        "event_id": "07a6c0d7-e264-4576-9338-9eb4ce385490", 

http://docs.facts4.work/mstate_v2/machine_events.html#machine-events
http://docs.facts4.work/mstate_v2/machine_events.html#machine-events
http://docs.facts4.work/mstate_v2/machine.html#machine
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        "solution_id": "5880f2f1-e548-4db5-9ef3-3e23954689f4", 

        "operator_id": "986c6f2e-7c49-4c0b-9bb3-9566ea3e9b02", 

        "success": true, 

        "comment": "Solution was perfect and easy for this defect" 

} 

 

2.3.2 Solution structure 

Each solution is identified by its unique id. A solution is defined for a certain defect 

identified by defect_id which is defined for a certain part. Additionally name, desc 

and comment fields are non unique strings used for greater readability and addi-

tional information. Each solution contains a collection of skills needed to apply it. In 

addition each solution has a success_rate and rating that can be used to order solu-

tions. 

Scheme: 

{ 

  "id": UUID, 

  "defect_id": UUID, 

  "name": String, 

  "desc": String, 

  "comment": String, 

  "skill": JSON, 

  "success_rate": Float, 

  "rating": Integer, 

  "media_url": String, 

  "optionals": JSON 

} 

 

Example solution: 

{ 

  "id": "ae54af76-964f-4ed8-8700-793b2ed5c20b", 

  "defect_id": "0fc6d020-7f96-4424-9005-9e691d9c90e5", 

  "name": "Change machine parameter", 

  "desc": "Poor surface quality defect can be resolved by increasing the machine thickness pa-
rameter by +2", 
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  "comment": "Easy and straightforward solution, change thickness parameter further if defect 
presents itself again", 

  "skill": { 

      "machine": 3, 

      "tool": 3 

  }, 

  "success_rate": 79.0, 

  "rating": 90, 

  "media_url": "http://url.to.the/solution", 

  "optionals": {} 

} 

2.4 GET method 

In order to access the social database, it is necessary to use a GET method for the 

REST API. Here is reported how to access the repository of both Reports and Solu-

tions 

2.4.1 GET method for Reports 

GET /api/reports 

Returns all reports with their relative information if at least one resource exists, 

otherwise returns an empty collection. Request can contain a page parameter that 

returns a specific page, additionally total number of pages, next page, previous page 

and other information are described in the response header. 

Optionally reports can be filtered by the event_id, solution_id or defect_id (even 

though defect_id is not present in the resource fields) if passed as a query parame-

ter. Example requests are: 

GET /api/reports?event_id=07a6c0d7-e264-4576-9338-9eb4ce385490 

GET /api/reports?solution_id=5880f2f1-e548-4db5-9ef3-3e23954689f4 

GET /api/reports?defect_id=0fc6d020-7f96-4424-9005-9e691d9c90e5 

Example request: 

GET /api/reports HTTP/1.1 

Host: |localhost| 

Example response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
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Content-type: application/json 

X-Total: 2 

X-Total-Pages: 1 

X-Page: 1 

X-Per-Page: 10 

 

[ 

                    { 

                            "id": "c228b656-e2b6-42b0-ae51-40e977dabc75", 

                            "event_id": "07a6c0d7-e264-4576-9338-9eb4ce385490", 

                            "solution_id": "5880f2f1-e548-4db5-9ef3-3e23954689f4", 

                            "operator_id": "986c6f2e-7c49-4c0b-9bb3-9566ea3e9b02", 

                            "success": true, 

                            "comment": "Solution was perfect and easy for this defect" 

                    } 

] 

 

    :query string access_token: valid access token for OAuth2 authentication 

Query Parameters: 

  

• page (integer) – page number, 10 resources per page 

are returned, default is 1 

• event_id (string) – id of the event used to filter the 

reports 

• solution_id (string) – id of the solution used to filter 

the reports 

• defect_id (string) – id of the defect used to filter the 

reports 

Response Headers: 

  

• X-Total – total number of elements in the collection 

server-side 

• X-Total-Pages – total number of pages containing all 

elements 

• X-Page – current page that has been returned 
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• X-Per-Page – number of elements per page 

• X-Next-Page – id of next page 

• X-Previous-Page – id of previous page 

Response JSON Array of Objects: 

  

• id (string) – id of the report 

• event_id (string) – id of the event to which the report 

is refering 

• operator_id (string) – id of the operator to which the 

report is refering 

• solution_id (string) – id of the solution to which the 

report is refering 

• success (boolean) – success of applying the solution 

to the defect by operator 

• comment (string) – comment of the operator that 

created the report 

Status Codes: • 200 OK – no error 

• 400 Bad Request – bad request 

 

2.4.2 GET method for Solutions 

GET /api/solutions¶ 

Returns all solutions with their relative information if at least one resource exists, 

otherwise returns an empty collection. Request can contain a page parameter that 

returns a specific page, additionally total number of pages, next page, previous page 

and other information are described in the response header. 

Optional query parameter id defect_id. If provided the response is a collection of 

solutions relative to the specific defect. 

Example request: 

GET /api/solutions HTTP/1.1 

Host: |localhost| 

http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec10.html#sec10.2.1
http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec10.html#sec10.4.1
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Example response: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-type: application/json 

X-Total: 2 

X-Total-Pages: 1 

X-Page: 1 

X-Per-Page: 10 

 

[ 

  { 

    "id": "ae54af76-964f-4ed8-8700-793b2ed5c20b", 

    "defect_id": "0fc6d020-7f96-4424-9005-9e691d9c90e5", 

    "name": "Change machine parameter", 

    "desc": "Poor surface quality defect can be resolved by increasing the machine thickness pa-
rameter by +2", 

    "comment": "Easy and straightforward solution, change thickness parameter further if defect 
presents itself again", 

    "skill": { 

            "machine": 3, 

            "tool": 3 

    }, 

    "success_rate": 79.0, 

    "rating": 90, 

    "media_url": "http://url.to.the/solution", 

    "optionals": {} 

  }, 

            { 

                "id": "986c6f2e-7c49-4c0b-9bb3-9566ea3e9b02", 

                "defect_id": "5880f2f1-e548-4db5-9ef3-3e23954689f4", 

                "name": "Change machine parameter", 

                "desc": "Poor mechanical quality defect can be resolved by increasing the machine 
pressure parameter", 

                "comment": "Easy and straightforward solution", 

                "skill": { 

                    "machine": 3, 

                    "tool": 2, 

                    "computer": 1 

                }, 
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    "success_rate": 75.0, 

    "rating": 90, 

    "media_url": "http://url.to.the/solution", 

    "optionals": {} 

              } 

] 

Query Parameters: 

  

• access_token (string) – valid access token for 

OAuth2 authentication 

• page (integer) – page number, 10 resources per page 

are returned, default is 1 

• defect_id (string) – optional defect id for which solu-

tions are returned 

Response Headers: 

  

• X-Total – total number of elements in the collection 

server-side 

• X-Total-Pages – total number of pages containing all 

elements 

• X-Page – current page that has been returned 

• X-Per-Page – number of elements per page 

• X-Next-Page – id of next page 

• X-Previous-Page – id of previous page 

Response JSON Array of Objects: 

  

• id (string) – id of the solution 

• defect_id (string) – id of the defect that is resolved 

with this solution 

• name (string) – name of the solution 

• desc (string) – description of the solution 

• comment (string) – comment by staff that regis-

tered, applied, etc. the solution 
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• skill (string) – skill JSON object of requirements to 

implement the solution 

• success_rate (float) – the percentage of the times a 

solution has worked so far 

• rating (integer) – a rating given to a solution 

• media_url (string) – url to the solution media 

• optionals (JSON) – any optional information that 

does not fall in existing fields 

Status Codes: • 200 OK – no error 

• 400 Bad Request – bad request 

 

2.5 Authoring approach 

The authoring approach implemented is based on the standard protocol OAuth2. In 

order to get an access token you have to log to the deployed OAuth2 server. The ac-

cess token is valid for 12 hours once activated. In order to test the developed build-

ing block, you have to register to the server as a demo user (user: demo, password: 

demo). The OAuth server is available at: https://auth.facts4.work/oauth/token  

To access the server and request the token you can use an open-source software like 

Postman plug-in (https://www.getpostman.com). 

Once Postman is installed, you can launch a request for the token with the demo 

user (see credential reported before). 

http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec10.html#sec10.2.1
http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec10.html#sec10.4.1
https://auth.facts4.work/oauth/token
https://www.getpostman.com)/
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Figure 2 - Postman token request 

The access token that must be used for the call to the REST API is the one highlight-

ed in blue. The token must be included in any request. For example: 

defects.tho.facts4.work/api/solutions?access_token= 
29d0f87a4cd7f10f4c2099eb7d09d66d625e4ae6f4e7b76f2c5d964dcc3e41ec  
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3 Example of application of the service 

The test of the service is carried out for the use case of THO. The service could be 

called using the procedure depicted in section 2.5, where the creation of a 12-hours 

access token is reported. Once the access token is created, the service could be called 

using the following command for the solutions: 

defects.tho.facts4.work/api/solutions?access_token= 
29d0f87a4cd7f10f4c2099eb7d09d66d625e4ae6f4e7b76f2c5d964dcc3e41ec 

or the other for the reports: 

defects.tho.facts4.work/api/reports?access_token= 
29d0f87a4cd7f10f4c2099eb7d09d66d625e4ae6f4e7b76f2c5d964dcc3e41ec 

Where the access token must be changed including a valid token obtained in the last 

12 hours. The request could be posted directly on the browser or using a posting 

service like POSTMAN (see section 2.5). 

The result of a call of Solutions service is the following. 

 

Figure 3 - Results of a call of Solutions service 

Here is possible to look to all the deployed solutions in the database that meets the 

search criteria (none in this case since we want to show the whole database). In par-

ticular, it is possible to see how the social information are included in the dataset. 

The most relevant are the rating provided by the worker for a specific solution and 
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the possibility to include a media_url that could be associated to a video, audio 

stream, photos and other Web 2.0 information. Media_url is an additional field that 

is reported as a result only when this is created by the users during the definition of 

the solution/report/defect. An example of social data that could be created by the 

system is reported in the following JSON string. 

{ 

    "id": "4b34c3b8-8e6f-4e7a-aef6-5a0ab3037382", 

    "name": "lower mold temperature", 

    "desc": "Mold temperatures should be lowered, holding pressure increased, and holding time 
prolonged to allow for more adequate cooling and curing", 

    "defect_id": "dcd4445e-917d-4168-a1b0-885a0dda4b66", 

    "comment": "reduce no more than 10 degrees", 

    "skill": { 

      "machine": 1 

    }, 

    "succcess_rate": 0, 

    "rating": 92 

  } 
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4 Conclusions 

The developed Social Service is able to provide to the workers a powerful environ-

ment where they could share ideas for process improvement and for their empow-

erment. The service has been developed to be used in several Building Blocks. The 

presented application is related to “Defect&Solution” building block, that will be 

used in different use cases and scenarios. Anyway, the approach developed could 

provide a support for all the four Industrial Challenges, as briefly depicted section 

1.2 where an assessment of the advantages for each challenge is proposed together 

with a short explanation about the functionalities of the service. For the application 

within the second challenge all the information to access the service are provided, 

including the data structure, the POST and GET methods and the access to the ser-

vice via an authoring service. A simple example with dummy data developed for the 

use case of THO is reported at the end of the document. 
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The high ambition of the project FACTS4WORKERS is to create Factories of the 

Future with a pervasive, networked information and communication technology 

that collects processes and presents large amounts of data. These smart factories 

will autonomously keep track of inventory, machine parameters, product quality 

and workforce activities. But at the same time, the worker will play the central 

role within the future form of production. The ambition of the project is to create 

»FACTories for WORKERS« (FACTS4WORKERS), to strengthen human workforce 

on all levels from shop floor to management since it is the most skilled, flexible, 

sophisticated and productive asset of any production system and this way ensure 

a long-term competitiveness of manufacturing industry. Therefore a serious ef-

fort will be put into integrating already available IT enablers into a seamless and 

flexible Smart Factory infrastructure based on work-centric and data-driven 

technology building blocks.  

These solutions will be developed according to the following four industrial chal-

lenges which are generalizable to manufacturing in general: 

• Personalized augmented operator, 

• Worker-centric rich-media knowledge sharing management, 

• Self-learning manufacturing workplaces, 

• In-situ mobile learning in the production. 

About the project  
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 XXXII 

 

This document represents an integration to 

Deliverable 3.3 (“Integration of social feeding 

service”) of the H2020 project “FACTS4WORKERS 

- Worker-Centric Work- places in Smart Factories” 

(FoF 2014/636778). The Deliverable is classified 

as a prototype and it consists of a web service 

regarding the social feeding to a manufacturing 

software support system and a brief explanation 

about the importance of this service for the four 

industrial challenges of the project. The service is 

accessible at a web link 

 (https://defects.tho.facts4.work/api/solutions, 

accessible after the acquisition of an access 

token). The importance of the social service is to 

create a better environment for the workers, 

supporting their exchange of ideas and the 

possibility to support each other in difficult task, 

enabling a build-up of their skills. The deliverable 

provide also a brief explanation of the developed 

building block and its use, together with the 

needed information to obtain a valid token to 

access the system through the authoring service. 

At last, some examples of the application of the 

service using dummy data extracted by THO use 

case are provided. 

 

 

D3.2 – Semantic Search Service 

Schnittstellen  Middleware  

Activity Streams 
Schema Authentifizierung Dienst 

Mashup Filterung 

Daten     Protokolle  Caching 

Social Software  
    Aggregation     API 

ubiquitär       Information 

multi-user  Interaktionszonen  
Interaktive Großbildschirme 

Freudvolle Nutzung  Usability 
Visualisierung  Benutzerakzeptanz  

Sozialer Kontext 

Tablets & Smartphones  

     pervasive          multi-touch  
Informationsstrahler 

Awareness Simplicity 

Social Guidelines Enterprise 2.0    
Aneignung    Einführung 

Anforderungsanalyse  Motivation 

Nutzungsoffenheit 
Erfolgsmessung  Social Business  

Partizipation 

Wissensmanagement Community   
Social Networking 
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